
Chapter 4

Heave and Pitch Motions in Head
Seas Experiment

4.1 Computer Programming Laboratory

For this computer lab you are going to create transfer functions for the DDG-51 (full-scale) using Max-
surf Motions. There are some general guidelines for working with Maxsurf Motions in a separate chapter.
However, here are some steps for running a seakeeping analysis in Maxsurf Motions.

1. Open design file (under File menu)

2. Check Units and Frame of Reference (under Data menu)

3. Measure Hull (under the Analysis menu): Select ‘Number of mapped stations’ (the default is 11,
but may want to use 15-30 for more accurate predictions). Select the ‘Maximum number of mapping’
(the default is 3, but will need more for very wide and/or deep sections - try 5 for the DDG51 model).

4. Check to see how the mapped sections look.

• Select the perspective view

• Go to Display (under the Display menu) and be sure the ‘Analysis contours’ button is selected.
Look to see how the mapped sections match the actual hull sections. They will not match exactly,
but if the di↵erence is large, go back to the Measure Hull option and increase the number of
mapped sections. Recheck the view until the mapped sections are reasonably close to the actual
hull sections.

5. Follow all the steps detailed under the Analysis menu:

• Vessel Type: select vessel type (default is monohull)

• Mass Distribution: input the pitch and roll moments of inertia (typically 25%LOA and 40%B,
respectively)

• Damping Factors: input additional roll damping (typical values are between 0.05 and 0.1)

• Environmental Parameters: input water density (water depth must be ‘deep water’)

• Frequency Range: default is 91. If the full RAO desired isn’t represented after the analysis is
completed, come back to this and increase.

• Strip Theory Method: include transom terms if hull has a transom stern (increases damping
for heave and pitch) and select wave calculation method - ‘Head seas approximation’ (good for
headings from 160� to 200�) or ’Arbitrary wave heading’. Ignore the ‘Added resistance’ options
at this point.
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6. Move to the Inputs window. Remote locations are optional, but the analysis will not run without at
least one speed, heading, and wave spectrum added. You can add options under each tab using the
Edit menu (Add ...) or using Ctrl-A.

• If a remote location is desired to be analyzed (for example, motions at the bridge or a helicopter
pad), add the location under the ‘Locations’ tab.

• Add desired vessel speeds under the ‘Speeds’ tab (must be for Fn < 0.6).

• Input desired vessel headings under the ‘Headings’ tab (180� indicates head seas, 0� indicates
following seas)

• Input desired wave spectrum under the ‘Spectra’ tab (typically we choose the ‘ITTC - 2
parameter spectrum’ and supply the significant wave height (H1/3) and modal period (T0) to
represent open ocean, deep water conditions). This step is not necessary if all you are calculating
are the RAOs.

7. Return to the Analysis menu and select Solve Seakeeping Analysis or Calculate RAOs.

Using the following information about the DDG-51, create the transfer functions (RAOs) for heave and pitch
at 15 and 20 knots. Copy the results into an Excel spreadsheet. Using Ctrl-Shift-C for copying will

copy the headings as well as the data.

LPP = 465.84 ft
Displacement = 8700 LT

KG = 23.8 ft
LCG = 2.25 ft aft midships
Draft = 20.66 ft

k5 = 25% LPP

k4 = 39% LPP

model geometry file = DDG 51 ver 1a EN455.msd
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4.2 Experimental Laboratory

4.2.1 Heave and Pitch Motions in Head Seas PreLab Assignment

1. Consider the heave response (X3) of a typical combatant craft.

• Sketch a ‘transfer function’ curve for the response in heave (X3/⇣0 versus !e/!n3).

• Does the vessel experience resonant behavior in heave? Why or why not?

2. Consider the pitch response (X5) of a typical combatant craft.

• Sketch a ‘transfer function’ curve for the response in pitch (X5/↵0) versus !e/!n5).

• Does the vessel experience resonant behavior in pitch? Why or why not?

3. For the Head Seas lab, we will be generating waves with wavelengths from 0.5LPP

to 2.0LPP. The slope of the waves should be 1/30 (wave slope). CHECK WAVE
SLOPE! Create a tentative test matrix filling in the table below for each wave length
tested. For each model speed (15 and 20 knots full-scale), determine the encounter
frequency (!e) for each wavelength. Assume we will accomplish a total of 12 to 14 test
runs. Be sure to account for each wave condition being tested at both model speeds.
� (ft) ! (rad/s) T (sec) c (ft/s) ⇣0 (in) H (in) U (ft/s) !e (rad/s)

• What useful information is gained by doing a FFT on the heave, pitch, and wave
elevation time histories? What information do we need to create the transfer
functions?

• How do we find the time history of the wave elevation at the CG if we measure it
at the FP? Include equations and how to use them in your explanation.

• Is the wave probe on the carriage measuring the wave frequency or the encounter
frequency?

• How does this lab relate to the goal of seakeeping analysis?
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4.2.2 Heave and Pitch Motions in Head Seas Experimental As-
signment

1. Purpose: To experimentally measure the heave and pitch transfer functions for a
DDG-51 for two di↵erent forward speeds in head seas.

2. Procedure: We will be testing a 1/36th scale model of the DDG-51 Arleigh Burke
class guided missile destroyer. You ballasted the model in a previous lab to represent
the full load displacement and pitch inertia of the actual ship. Before running the
model, be sure to record the following information about the experiment:

• Model geometry information - LWL, Bmax, draft (D), displacement (�), LCG
position, pitch gyradius (k5), and scale ratio (R).

• Measure and record the pitch and heave natural periods (Tn3 and Tn5).

(a) With the model at rest, displace the model in heave. As much as possible,
only shift the model in the heave direction (avoid any pitching displacements).

(b) Release the model and collect the resulting motion data.

(c) Determine the natural period in heave from the collected data (using Excel
or Matlab for plotting).

(d) Repeat the procedure for the pitch natural period (again, as much as possible
only displace the model in pitch!).

We will be testing at model speeds which are equivalent to 15 and 20 knots for the full
scale ship.

• Each run will consist of sending a regular wave train of a specified frequency and
wave height down the tank, then starting the towing carriage and recording data.

• The following measurements will be made for each run: carriage velocity (ft/s),
pitch response (deg), heave response(in), encounter wave elevation (in) using a
sonic gage mounted on the carriage.

• You are required to ride the carriage and observe at least two data runs
(one with long waves and one with short waves.

• Create a data summary spreadsheet. After each run, enter the following data
(you will need to use the Matlab code to determine the encounter frequency and
motion amplitudes):

(a) data number

(b) intended wavelength and wave period

(c) wave slope (should be the same for all runs)

(d) wave amplitude

(e) encounter frequency

(f) heave amplitude

(g) pitch amplitude
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Deliverables: Tables and Plots

1. Create a table with the tank information, including

• tank dimensions (length, width, water depth)

• model geometry (length, beam, displacement, k5, etc.)

• model natural frequencies and natural periods for heave and pitch

2. Create a Heave Response Plot (transfer function) for each model speed (X3/⇣0 versus
⇤). BY HAND, sketch a fair curve that best represents the trend of the data.

3. Create a Pitch Response plot (transfer function) for each model speed (X5/↵0 versus
⇤). Remember that the slope is ↵0 = k⇣0. BY HAND, sketch a fair curve that best
represents the trend of the data.

4. For a single wave frequency (2 to 3 wave periods):

• create a wave elevation time history

• create a heave response time history

• create a pitch response time history

Written Assignment

You will work in teams to collect and analyze the data and write a report on this experiment.
You will be comparing the results from the tow tank experiment with the simulation transfer
functions. More details on what is required will be provided in class.


